NETWORKING
Managed Power

POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
If every single electronic device in use at a typical Client could be remotely managed, the job of the IT person
would be a lot simpler. But that’s simply not the case. Consider how many small businesses rely on a cable
or DSL modem or other networking devices for their Internet. What happens when these devices become nonresponsive?. However, if the device isn’t responding, and it is all the way across town, what’s an IT person to
do?
Datto Managed Power

Auto Replacement

Datto Managed Power is a cloud-managed surge suppressor,
purpose-built for IT to enable remote power cycling. The
MP60 includes 4,000 joules of surge protection, six outlets, two
USB-A and USB-C ports and integrated WiFi.

The lifetime warranty includes an auto replacement of a
Managed Power device if and when the surge protection
becomes depleted. Once the surge protection is depleted,
an automatic RMA process is triggered and a new device is
shipped out. You don’t have to do anything. And since Datto
Managed Power is fully managed and configured in the cloud,
setting up the new device is as simple as updating the MAC
address. All of the configuration settings that were in place
with the old device will now work on the new one. It’s surge
protection, reimagined for the IT.

No More Power Trips
The Power Trip. That’s what we call it when you get in your car,
head to your client’s site, walk into their server room and pull
the plug on that non-responsive device. Sure, once the device
reboots, things usually go back to working just fine. But you had
to go on a POWER TRIP.
Datto Managed Power eliminates POWER TRIPS, putting you
in control. Enabling you to deliver better service, even from a
distance. Now, with just one click, you can reboot that nonresponsive device from the comfort of your own chair.

Purpose-Built for the IT
Datto Managed Power was built to maximize client uptime.
And from its inception, it was built for IT. With simple,
cloud-management and more control over your client’s IT
environment, 4,000 Joules of surge protection, a lifetime
warranty, auto replacement if and when the surge protection
is depleted and full cloud management is lost.

Fully Integrated WiFi
The MP60 includes an ethernet connection and fully integrated
WiFi for those situations where ethernet isn’t readily available.
As soon as you plug in the device, it automatically makes a mesh
connection to any other Datto Networking WiFi access points on
the network. That means you can access the MP60, even when you
can’t get ethernet cabling to the device.

Lifetime Warranty
Our lifetime warranty backed by 4,000 Joules of surge
protection and Datto’s advanced replacement program, help
to protect your client’s infrastructure, keeping their devices
protected and maximizing client uptime. If anything ever goes
wrong with the device, we replace it. For life.

MANAGED POWER

MP10

MP60

1

6

30J/560V Clamping voltage

4,000 Joules

120V, 15A, 60Hz

100-125V, 15.5A, 60Hz

USB

N/A

2 USB C (2.1A), 2 USB A (1A), Power Only

Ethernet

N/A

1 Port

2x2 802.11n Mesh

2x2 802.11n Mesh

Per-Port Power Reading

Yes

Yes

Per-Port Scheduling / Reset

Yes

Yes

Autorecover Logic

Yes

Yes

Up to 2000m (6,561 ft.)

Up to 2000m (6,561 ft.)

5°C to 40°C (41° to 104°F)

5°C to 40°C (41° to 104°F)

7.9cm x 3.6cm x 5cm
(3.11” x 1.42” x 1.97”)

120mm x 101.6mm x 38.1mm
(4.75 in. x 4 in. x 1.5 in.)

Weight

.15lbs

.81Kg (1.79 lbs)

Power Cord Length

N/A

6 ft.

Cable Type

N/A

IEC Detachable

Certifications

FCC/IC/RoHS

ETL US safety UL60950, CSA 22.2 Canadian
UL60950, USB UL60950, UL60730, UL1449,
UL61010, FCC/IC , Rohs, UL 498

Regional Availability

North America

North America

Lifetime*

Lifetime*
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*Terms and conditions apply.
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